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Gyrokinetic simulations in general geometry and applications
to collisional damping of zonal flows *

Z. Lin,† T. S. Hahm, W. W. Lee, W. M. Tang, and R. B. White
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, P. O. Box 451, Princeton,
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A fully three-dimensional gyrokinetic particle code using magnetic coordinates for general
geometry has been developed and applied to the investigation of zonal flows dynamics in toroidal
ion-temperature-gradient turbulence. Full torus simulation results support the important conclusion
that turbulence-driven zonal flows significantly reduce the turbulent transport. Linear collisionless
simulations for damping of an initial poloidal flow perturbation exhibit an asymptotic residual flow.
The collisional damping of this residual causes the dependence of ion thermal transport on the
ion–ion collision frequency, even in regimes where the instabilities are collisionless. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!94705-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations1 are playing an in-
creasingly important role in understanding the physics
pressure-gradient-driven microinstabilities that are lead
candidates to account for the ion thermal transport in m
netically confined fusion plasmas. With the development o
low noise nonlineard f algorithm2 and the rapid increase i
parallel computing power, realistic three-dimensional~3-D!
particle simulations of microturbulence in tokamaks have
come possible in both a full torus using Cartesi
coordinates3 and a flux-tube geometry using quasiballooni
coordinates.4 The flux-tube code is based on the assumpt
of scale separation between fluctuation and equilibrium p
files. In the absence of equilibrium profile variations, it is n
surprising that a gyro-Bohm scaling has been observe
flux-tube simulations. Therefore, the key issues of turbul
transport scaling, steep pressure profiles in transport barr
and mesoscale physics can only be effectively studied in
bal simulations. The Monte Carlo sampling of velocity pha
space in the particle simulation is more efficient in multid
mensionality than the direct discretization using phase sp
grids in a Vlasov simulation.5

Previous nonlinear full torus simulations assumed a h
aspect ratio axisymmetric equilibrium and neglected equi
rium profile variations~e.g., gyroradius variations across th
poloidal plane!. This was necessitated by the limitations
Cartesian representations and the spectral approach in
ing the gyrokinetic Poisson equation. Hence, developin
general geometry capability for a nonlinear gyrokinetic co
not only represents an important fundamental advance b
also of great interest for practical applications. Furthermo
transport barriers in enhanced confinement regimes are c
acterized by sharp pressure gradients. Cartesian coordin
are not efficient for dealing with these complicated equil
rium configurations, especially when only numerical equil

*Paper JI14 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.44, 160 ~1999!.
†Invited speaker.
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rium data rather than analytic formulas are available. T
spectral method for solving the Poisson equation is not v
in a general geometry equilibrium such as the steep pres
profile of transport barriers or the finite poloidal magne
field of low aspect ratio machines. In this paper, magne
coordinates6 and a nonspectral Poisson solver7 suitable for
general geometry are utilized to address these issues.

Magnetic coordinates give the most general coordin
system for any magnetic configuration possessing nested
faces. The property of straight field lines in these coordina
is desirable for describing the microinstabilities for whic
mode structures are field aligned and for efficiently treat
the electron dynamics. Furthermore, the unique ability o
single code to simulate both a full poloidal cross section a
an annulus box with radially periodic boundary conditio
provides a connection between global simulations and fl
tube simulations. The guiding center equations of motio8

can be derived from a Hamiltonian formulation that co
serves phase space volume and is best for integrating pa
orbits for a long period. The fact that only scalar field qua
tities are needed to calculate the guiding center orbit in
framework is most suitable for the general geometry equi
rium.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II first provid
the basic formalism of this new general geometry global
rokinetic code. Results of convergence studies are then
sented. Sec. III discusses the application to the collision
dynamics of turbulence-drivenEÃB zonal flows. Effects of
collisional zonal flow damping on turbulent transport a
studied in Sec. IV. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.

II. GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS USING MAGNETIC
COORDINATES

A. Basic formalism

In gyrokinetic simulations, the gyrokinetic Vlasov
Poisson system is solved by advancing the particle posi
in phase space and calculating the self-consistent pertu
field recursively in a predefined coordinate system. In t
7 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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section, magnetic coordinates, Hamiltonian guiding cen
equations of motion, and the general geometry Pois
solver used in our gyrokinetic toroidal code~GTC! are pre-
sented along with numerical techniques for thre
dimensional gyrophase averaging and boundary condit
for both global and annulus simulations.

In a general magnetic configuration possessing ne
toroidal magnetic surfaces, the magnetic fieldB can be
written8 in the contravariant form

B5
1

q
“zÃ“c1“cÃ“u,

and in the covariant form

B5g“z1I“u1d“c.

The magnetic coordinates~c,u,z! are, respectively, toroida
flux, poloidal, and toroidal angles. Hereg, I, and d are re-
lated to the poloidal, toroidal, and Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter currents,
respectively;q is the safety factor. The Jacobian is chosen
be J5(gq1I )/B2. The field line is straight in these coord
nates, and only scalar quantities are needed to integrate g
ing center orbits. The simulation domain is discretized in
rectangular grid layout in@ f 1(c), f 2(u),z# space. The arbi-
trary functions f 1 and f 2 provide flexibilities for adjusting
the desired resolution and maximizing orthogonality acr
the poloidal plane.

Ignoring nonlinear correction to the potential, the gyr
center Hamiltonian is8

H5
1

2
r i

2B21mB1F̄,

wherer i5v i /B, m is the magnetic moment that is consta
in gyrokinetic simulations, andF̄ is the gyrophase-average
electrostatic potential. The mass and charge of particles
normalized to unity throughout the paper. The guiding cen
equations in canonical form are

dPz

dt
52]zH,

dz

dt
5]Pz

H,

dPu

dt
52]uH,

du

dt
5]Pu

H,

where Pz5gr i2cp , Pu5Ir i1c, and cp is the poloidal
flux. This formulation has been implemented in a guidi
center code~ORBIT!.8 The Hamiltonian approach preserv
phase space volume and is most suitable for describing
long time behavior of particle orbits.

The gyrokinetic Poisson equation1 takes the following
form:

t

lD
2 ~F2F̃!54pe~dn̄i2dne!, ~1!

where

F̃~x!5
1

2p E F̄~R!FM~R,m,v i!d~R2x1r!dRdmdv idf,

~2!
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F̃~R!5
1

2p E F~x!d~x2R2r!dxdf. ~3!

Here x and R are particle and guiding center positions, r
spectively; r is the gyroradius andf is the gyrophaset
5Te /Ti andlD is the plasma Debye length;dn̄i anddne are
the ion guiding center and electron perturbed density
sponse, respectively. The term of (F2F̃) represents the ion
polarization density. It can be shown9,10 that a set of gyroki-
netic Vlasov equations corresponding to the guiding cen
equation and Eq.~1! conserves the energy. A transformatio
betweenF̃ andF must be carried out in order to solve E
~1!. In a global code using Cartesian coordinates, this is u
ally done by transforming Eq.~1! to the Fourier space with
some approximations such as a zero poloidal field an
constant gyroradius across the poloidal plane. Here, we
lize a generalized gyrokinetic Poisson solver7 that is based
on the physical process of gyrophase averaging and emp
local operations in configuration space to compute the po
ization density response. Specifically, the integrations o
gyrophasef in Eq. ~2! and Eq. ~3! are carried out by a
numerical averaging along a charged ring that correspond
the particle gyro-orbit.1 This method automatically takes int
account the profile variation effects and is suitable for g
eral geometry. Its local operations in configuration space
also amenable to massively parallel algorithms.

Previous procedures of the gyrophase averaging h
neglected the poloidal field so that the gyro-orbit is in t
poloidal plane. However, in a low aspect ratio device, t
poloidal field can be comparable to the toroidal field and
gyrophase averaging should be along the true gyro-orbit
is in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. In magne
coordinates, we can project the gyro-orbit back onto the
loidal plane by following the field line. The gyro-averagin
can then still be done on the poloidal plane along the p
jected ecliptic ring. This procedure is valid forkir i!1,
which holds for microturbulence, and can reduce a 3-D gy
averaging to a 2-D operation, even in the situation of a n
negligible poloidal field. The grid spacing in the toroid
direction is only limited by the shortest wavelength of inte
est.

The flexibility of magnetic coordinates enables us
simulate both a full poloidal cross section and an annular
@c1 ,c2# with a variety of boundary conditions, including th
radially periodic boundary condition. This unique capabil
allows a connection between global simulations and fl
tube simulations. The perturbed electrostatic potential is
to zero at the wall in all global simulations. Here, we pres
a radially periodic boundary condition similar to that of th
flux-tube simulation.11,4 Defining a new variablea5z/q
2u, we can usea to label the magnetic field line andu to
measure the parallel distance along the flux tube. The p
odic boundary condition in the radial direction is defined
F(c1)5F(c2), with u anda kept constant. Specifically, we
impose periodic boundary conditions such that

F~c1 ,u1 ,z1!5F~c2 ,u2 ,z2!,

with
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u25u1 and z22z15~q22q1!u1 .

Here, we use subscripts 1 and 2 to label quantities at
inner and outer boundaries, respectively. Since the field
maps the whole annulus, the physical periodic boundary c
dition of F~u!5F~u12p! requires

q22q15 integer.

B. Convergence studies

Both linear and nonlinear simulations have been carr
out to rigorously benchmark theGTC code against earlie
analytic and computational models. Convergence stu
have also been performed in nonlinear simulations usin
representative tokamak core plasma parameters. In the
region of this plasma, the temperature gradient peaks
radial location ofr 50.5a, wherea is the minor radius. The
dimensionless plasma parameters used in simulations
R0 /LT56.9, h i[Ln /LT53.2, q51.4, ŝ[(r /q)(dq/dr)
50.78,Te /Ti51, ande[a/R050.36. HereR0 is the major
radius,LT and Ln are the temperature and density gradie
scale lengths, respectively;Ti is the ion temperature andTe

is the electron temperature. The size of the plasma colum
a5160r i , wherer i is the thermal ion gyroradius measure
at r 50.5a. The simplified model used in this section in
cludes parabolicq profile, circular cross section, and adi
batic electron response with no turbulence-drivenEÃB flow.
Ion-temperature-gradient~ITG! modes are found to be un
stable with these parameters. The simulation domain is
ited to the region of 0.25,r /a,0.75 in this study with fixed
boundary conditions and a narrow profile of temperature g
dient. Convergence studies with respect to the size of
time step, the number of grid points, and the number
particles in nonlinear simulations have been carried out
particular, convergence of the ion heat conductivityx i and
fluctuation energy level with respect to the number of p
ticles is shown in Fig. 1. A total of 20 million grid points
i.e., ~8036403384!, are used in the~c,u,z! space. The ion

FIG. 1. Time history of ion heat conductivity~a! and fluctuation energy~b!
in nonlinear simulations.
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heat conductivity remains unchanged when the numbe
particles is increased from 32 million to 80 million. Th
indicates thatx i is well converged. The difference in fiel
energy with a different number of particles as shown in F
1 is due to short-wavelength modes that need more parti
to resolve and have little effect on transport. These sh
wavelength modes can also be suppressed by numerica
tering.

In Fig. 1, bothx i and fluctuation energy initially grow
exponentially in the linear phase, then peak in the quasilin
stage, and finally drop to the much lower steady-state va
in the fully developed nonlinear phase. This behavior h
been observed in all previous gyrokinetic particle simu
tions. Questions have been raised regarding these s
drops. We found that the transport at the quasilinear pea
caused by a few linearly most unstable modes withkur i

;0.4, which grow to very high amplitudes. The fluctuatio
energy is then transferred from these linearly domin
modes to the longer-wavelength modes withkur i;0.2,
which have a smaller amplitude and are responsible for
steady-state transport. This process is visualized in the t
history of individual modes, as shown in Fig. 2.

The issue of discrete particle noise has been exam
since the early days of particle simulations. With the im
provement in theory and numerical algorithm, and the ra
increase in computer power, the particle noise in simulati
has been dramatically reduced and is believed not to h
large effects in nonlinear dynamics. The mode history of F
2 indicates that very small, if any, particle noise exists in
nonlinear phase. It should be emphasized that such a g
numerical property has only been captured in the straig
field-line magnetic coordinates that can better represent
fluctuation structure. Another interesting feature of Fig. 2
the very coherent structure of individual mode history, ev
though millions of modes are coupled together in the tur
lent system.

FIG. 2. Time history of a linearly dominant mode~a! and a nonlinearly
dominant mode~b! in nonlinear simulations.
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III. DYNAMICS OF FLUCTUATION-DRIVEN EÃB
ZONAL FLOWS

The EÃB flow shear suppression of turbulence is t
most likely mechanism to be responsible for various forms
confinement enhancement. Recent experimental data s
evidence ofEÃB flows,12 which cannot be explained b
neoclassical theory. These flows can be driven by turbule
itself,13–15 and mainly in the poloidal direction for high as
pect ratio devices. They are referred to as the radial mo
~0,0! modes or zonal flows,16 and have been found to play a
important role in regulating nonlinear saturation and turb
lent transport in flux-tube gyrofluid11,17 and gyrokinetic4

simulations.

A. Linear damping of zonal flows

In toroidal geometry, an initial source of zonal flows
damped by the collisionless transit time magnetic pump
effects.18 A residual flow can survive this linear collisionles
damping process,19 and play a key role in determining th
turbulent transport level in nonlinear simulations, thus
long time behavior must be treated accurately. An illumin
ing test problem of predicting the residual flow level in r
sponse to an initial flow perturbation introduced by a flu
surface-averaged charge separation has been so
analytically.19 In our simulation, the relaxation of the pe
turbed poloidal flow, shown in Fig. 3, occurs initiall
through a fast magnetic pumping process and is then
lowed by a slowly damped oscillation with a characteris
frequency corresponding to that of the geodesic acou
mode ~GAM!.20 The residual levels of poloidal flow mea
sured from simulations, shown in Fig. 4, agree with theor
ical results in the high aspect ratio limit where the theory
valid. We note that similar results have been obtained i
flux-tube gyrokinetic code.21 In the damping processes, th
m51 harmonic can be excited by toroidal coupling to t
m50 harmonic. When the safety factorq is large, the GAM
oscillations persist as them51 harmonic becomes
undamped.22

Since the microturbulence intensity in tokamaks ty
cally has an in–out variation, it is important to be able
address the generation of poloidal flows from am51 source
due to toroidal couplings. Because of the up–down symm

FIG. 3. Time evolution~solid line! of EÃB flows ~normalized to initial
value!. The dashed line is the zero level.
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try of the equilibrium magnetic field, only that part of th
m51 harmonic that is even inu can generate poloidal flow
This has been verified by simulation results~Fig. 5!, which
show that the time asymptotic poloidal flow is nonzero for
even-u source and zero for an odd-u source. The flow gen-
eration results from trapped particle dynamics, which has
been accurately described by fluid simulations.

B. Nonlinear generation of zonal flows and effects on
turbulence

Previous studies using global gyrokinetic simulation3

either artificially suppress zonal flows or found only a sm
reduction in ion thermal transport at a nonlinearly satura
state when shear flows effects were included in the nonlin
evolution. Moreover,EÃB flows with the scale length of the
system size have been generated in global codes, whil
flux-tube codes fluctuating zonal flows with a radial chara
teristic scale length comparable to that of the ambient tur
lence have been the dominant feature. Finally, global co
typically yields a much lower value ofx i than that from
flux-tube codes. To study the origin of these different resu
we have carried out nonlinear simulations with either t
whole cross section or an annulus geometry in the sa
code. The annulus simulation model is designed to cap
the key features of local simulations, i.e., a uniform press

FIG. 4. Residual levels 1/(111.6q2/Ae) of perturbedEÃB flows. Here 1
,q,2 andkrr i,0.1 in all cases.

FIG. 5. The generation of poloidal flows by them51 harmonic. The initial
perturbation att50 is even inu for the solid line and odd inu for the dashed
line.
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gradient profile and radially periodic boundary conditio
described in the previous section. In global simulations,
pressure gradient is nonuniform and a fixed radial bound
condition is used. In order to find out the relative importan
of pressure profile and the radial boundary condition in ca
ing the different results, global simulations are carried
with either a narrow profile of pressure gradient or a bro
profile of pressure gradient that is similar to that of the a
nulus simulations. The same plasma parameters specifie
the previous section are used in these simulations.

Our simulations23 recover the previous results from th
annulus simulations and the results from the global simu
tions with a narrow profile of the pressure gradient. Wh
the fine-scale structure of flows are dominant in annu
simulations, a single-well structure inEÃB flows emerges in
the global simulations with a narrow profile. In addition, t
ion heat conductivity from annulus simulations is mu
higher than that from the global simulations. When we ma
the profile of the pressure gradient broad in global simu
tions, the fine-scale components ofEÃB flows with a radial
characteristic scale length comparable to the turbule
decorrelation length become dominant. Good agreemen
both the structure ofEÃB flows and ion heat conductivitie
are obtained between annulus and global simulations wi
broad pressure gradient profile. These agreements ind
that the radially periodic boundary condition in local codes
not responsible for the results differing from global co
results, at least for the cases we have studied. Therefore
narrow profile of pressure gradient in global codes causes
results to differ from the local code results.

A quantitative difference inx i exists between our annu
lus simulation model and flux-tube gyrokinetic mode4

While our annulus simulations are designed to capture
key features of the local simulations, some differences
main between them. The variations of safety factor and
pect ratio are kept in the annulus code, while the flux-tu
code has constant aspect ratio and connection length~keep-
ing magnetic shear! in radius. The other difference is tha
annulus code simulates the whole flux surface with all tor
dal mode numbers while flux-tube code simulates a frac
of the flux surface with a selected subgroup of toroid
modes.

We have also carried out nonlinear simulations with
EÃB flows suppressed for all these three cases. It is fo
that a significant reduction of ion heat conductivity occu
when the turbulence-generatedEÃB flows are retained in
nonlinear global simulations. The key mechanism of red
ing transport by theEÃB flows is the breaking of turbulenc
eddies, and, consequently, the reduction of the radial de
relation length and fluctuation levels.24,25 Another important
effect of the turbulence-generatedEÃB flows appears in the
individual mode history. WhenEÃB flows are suppressed
for fixed kur i , the potential exhibit regular oscillation with
constant phase~Fig. 2 in the previous section!. That coherent
mode history corresponds to a frequency spectrum wit
well-defined peak, which may indicate that the mode c
pling is not so strong and that the nonlinear wave–part
interaction may be more important than previously expec
e
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WhenEÃB flows are included in nonlinear simulations, th
oscillation becomes chaotic with no regular phase relatio

IV. COLLISIONAL DAMPING OF ZONAL FLOWS

The residual flow observed in collisionless simulation
eventually damped out by ion–ion collisions and, possib
by nonlinear effects. In the present work, the collisional d
cay of the flow perturbation in the linear gyrokinetic simul
tion agrees well with the analytical calculation.26 The effec-
tive damping time measured from the simulation is ve
close to the theoretical prediction oftd51.5et i i , wheree
[r /R0 is the local inverse aspect ratio andt i i is the ion–ion
collision time. In full torus nonlinear ITG simulations, w
use a momentum and energy conserving Fokker–Planck
erator that has been rigorously benchmarked for neoclas
transport.27 These simulations used plasma parameters
Sec. II with fixed boundary conditions off50 enforced at
r ,0.1a and r .0.9a, a pressure gradient profile o
exp$2@(r20.5a)/0.3a#6%, and an adiabatic electro
response28 with dne /n05e(f2^f&)/Te , where^¯& repre-
sents the flux surface average. In each nonlinear simula
we calculated 10 000 time steps of 8/vci for the trajectories
of 84 million gyrocenter centers interacting with the se
consistent turbulent field, which was discretized by 21 m
lion grid points. The ITG mode has a linear threshold21 of
R0 /LT54. We scanR0 /LT in the present studies to asse
sensitivity of the collisional effects on the proximity to ITG
marginality.

For a strong ITG drive ofR0 /LT56.9, both turbulence
and zonal flows saturate and reach steady state in collis
less simulations. The fact that zonal flows saturate e
without collisional damping indicates that strong turbulen
can also damp zonal flows possibly through nonlinear
fects. When the realistic ion–ion collisions withn*50.045
are included in the simulation, the steady-state ion heat c
ductivity x i is increased by about one-half from the col
sionless value. The saturated zonal flow level decreases
to collisions. Meanwhile, the change in linear growth rate
negligible. Furthermore, when zonal flows are not includ
in the simulations, collisions have little effects on the turb
lence transport. We therefore conclude that the enhancem
of transport by collisions in the presence of zonal flows
through the neoclassical damping of zonal flows.

When turbulence driveR/LT is reduced, nonlinear flow
damping becomes insignificant. The collisionless system
undergo a transition to a flow-dominated state, where zo
flows generated from the initial growth of turbulence com
pletely suppress the turbulence and transport.14,29 In this pa-
per, we characterize this regime as the weak turbulent
gime. Collisionless nonlinear flux-tube gyrokinet
simulations of the same plasma parameters have fou21

that, for R/LT54 – 6, no transport is produced, even thou
the system is linearly unstable to ITG modes. However, c
lisions can remove this nonlinear upshift of a critical gradie
by slowly damping zonal flows. The ion thermal transpo
level will then strongly depend on the collision frequenc
We now reduce the turbulence drive toR/LT55.3 in our
nonlinear simulations. This is not the generic ITG turbulen
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regime, but is suitable for the purpose of this paper. We s
the ion–ion collision frequency upward from an experime
tal value to facilitate studies of the long term collisional e
fects on the zonal flow dynamics. In the collisionless sim
lation, the saturated heat flux decreases to insignificant l
due to shearing effects of zonal flows that reach a stea
state level. When collisions are introduced, zonal flows
damped and a finite transport level is obtained. As we
crease collision frequency without changing other para
eters, we observe the increase of time-averagedx i without a
tendency toward a saturation for the whole scan range
collision frequency, which is up to eight times the expe
mental value. The ion heat conductivity sensitively depe
on the collision frequency in this weak turbulence regime30

This collisionality dependence of the turbulent transport i
plies that an accurate treatment of the linear poloidal fl
damping19,26 in nonlinear simulation codes is essential
predicting the transport level.

The simulation time history for the case ofn*50.17 is
shown in Fig. 6. The ITG instabilities evolve from a line
phase of exponential growth to a nonlinear stage in wh
zonal flows are generated. When the effective shea
rate,31 or root mean square shearing rate14 of zonal flows
exceeds the ambient turbulence decorrelation rate that ca
approximated by the ITG linear growth rate,17 the ITG tur-
bulence and associated transport are significantly redu
Zonal flows are then slowly damped by the ion–ion co
sions and become weaker. When the effective shearing
is below the growth rate, the ITG turbulence grows again a
drives zonal flows. These turbulence–zonal flows inter
tions modulated by collisions result in a cyclic, bursting b
havior of fluctuations, transport, and zonal flows. From
scan of the collision frequency, we observe that the burs
period is of the order of the collisional damping time of t
zonal flows,td . The oscillation of zonal flows lags behin
that of fluctuation by a phase of 90°, an indication of t
causal relation between the turbulence and zonal flows.

V. CONCLUSION

A fully three-dimensional gyrokinetic particle code u
ing magnetic coordinates for general geometry has been

FIG. 6. Time history in nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations for zonal flo
amplitude^f& ~solid line! and ion heat conductivityx i ~dotted line!.
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veloped and applied to the investigation of ion-temperatu
gradient turbulence in toroidal geometry. Our results yie
the important conclusion that turbulence-drivenEÃB zonal
flows can significantly reduce the turbulent transport. No
linear simulations show that the turbulent transport increa
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